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1. ABSTRACT 
AN IMPLEMENTATION OF A PARSING ALGORITHM FOR 
LALR GRAMMARS 
by All M. Jaber 
An LALR parsing algorithm presented by Alfred 
V. Aho, and Jeffrey D. Ullman Is presented In this paper. 
This class of languages is of great Importance because 
the parsing tables obtained are considerably smaller than 
the LR tables, yet most common syntactic constructs of 
programming languages can be expressed conveniently by 
LALR grammar. An introduction about the LR parsing 
technique and a' background on the theory of parsing are 
given.  An analysis of the algorithm is shown. 
Logically, the algorithm consists of two parts, the 
parsing table, and the driver routine. The parsing table 
is1 created dynamically using pointers. To implement the 
concept of the parsing algorithm, a program written in 
PASCAL is discussed. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
A grammar forms the underlying method in deriving 
sets of strings of a formal language. In this paper we 
shall deal with a special tvne of grammar known as an 
LALR grammar which is a subset of a particular class of 
grammars known as context free grammars (CFG), and we 
will present an LALR parslno algorithm. 
LALR (loolcahead.LR) grammars are a subset of LR 
grammars. An LR parser scans the input from left to 
right and constructs a rightmost derivation in reverse 
(hence, the name LR). The LALR parsing algorithm used in 
this paper is due to Aho, and Ullman. 
^pv^l ^IHM-TflTfFl 
stack 
Fig.  a. i       LR   parser' 
Logically,  an LR Darser consists of two parts, a 
2 
driver routine and a parsina table.  The driver routine 
Is the same for all LR parsers? only the parsing table 
changes from one parser to another.  The parser has an 
Input, a stack, and a parsina table as shown In Fig, 2.1. 
The Input Is read from left to right,  one symbol  at  a 
time.  The stack contains a string of the form s X s ... 
Oil 
X s  , where s  Is on top.  Each X  Is a  grammar  symbol 
m m m 1 
and each s  Is a symbol called a state.  The parsing 
1 
table consists of two parts, a oarsing action function 
ACTION and a goto function GOTO. 
The  program  drlvlno  the  LR parser  behaves  as 
follows. It determines s , the state currently on top of 
m 
the stack,  and a ,  the current Input symbol.  It then 
1 
consults ACTIONCs ,a ], the Darslng action table entry 
m 1 
for state s and Input a .  The entry ACTIONCs ,a ] can 
ml ml 
have one of four values: 
1. shift s 
2. reduce A--->p 
3. accept 
4. error 
The function GOTO takes a state and a grammar symbol as 
argument and produces a state. It is essentially the 
transition table of a deterministic finite automaton 
whose input symbols are the terminals and nonterminals of 
3 
the grammar. 
LR parsers can be constructed to recognize virtually 
all programming language constructs for which context 
free grammars can be written. 
3. BACKGROUND 
3,1 Basic Definitions and Notation 
3.1.1 Alphabets and strings 
An alphabet Is any set of symbols. An alphabet need 
not be finite or even countable, but for all practical 
applications our alphabets trill he finite. The symbol 
/  is used to designate an alphabet. 
A string is a sequence of elements drawn from an 
alphabet. For example, Oton is a string over the binary 
alphabet <0,1>.  The empty string is denoted by ^ • 
DEFINITION       We  formally define strings  over  an 
alphabet S_   *n the following manner: 
1. A Is a string over Z. • 
2. Tf x  is  a string over 
"S. and a is in £. , then xa 
is a string over ^r . 
3. v Is a string over i. if 
and only if it is being so 
follows from (1) and (2). 
3,1.2 Terminals and Nonterminals 
A terminal is a member of 2- . In order to define 
structural rules for a grammar we introduce a finite set 
of objects called nonterminals. The set of nonterminals 
is disjoint from ^ , and Is usually denoted by N. 
3.1.3 Production Rules and Grammars 
A production rule, or production for short, has the 
general form X--->Y where X and y are strings In the 
terminal and nonterminal sets of a given grammar. The Y 
'nay be an empty string, but X cannot be. Productions are 
used to generate strings In the language. 
A grammar is a 4_tuple : G  = (V, ^ , p, s), where : 
1 Is a finite nonempty set of nonterminals ; 
£_is a finite set of alnhabet ? 
P is a finite set of productions of the form X--->Y, 
Where X and Y are in ("u 2.) ,  and X contains at 
least one element in N • 
S is called the start svmbol ; 
Me represent a derivation steD by the symbol s=s> ,a 
sequence of one or more derivation steps by ===>,and 
a sequence of zero or more derivation steps by ==«>. 
DEFINITION      A context free grammar (CGF) is denoted 
by G=(N, 2. > P» S), where N, £ ,p , and S 
as defined ab above ; each production is 
of the form A--->W, where A is a member 
of of N and W is a string of symbols from 
CNU £ )* 
An example of* a context free grammar is given below : 
N=<E,T,F>,2.=(*,*,(,),a>, S*E, and P= the set : 
1. E ---> E + T 
2. E > T 
3. T > T*F 
4. T > F 
5. F —-> (E) 
6. F > a 
3.1.4 Languages 
DEFINITION     Let  G=(N, £_,  P,  s) be a grammar. The 
language aenerated by G, written L(G), is 
the set : 
LCG) = {we Z / s===>w > 
Example : let S=(N, 21 ,P,S)  where : 
N=U,C> , £l=<Cfd>, S=A, and P=the set: 
A -«> CC 
C > CC \ d 
Then, L(G) = c*dc*d . 
3.2 LRU) Grammars 
Before we define the LR arammar, we need to define a 
useful function FIRST (W). 
k 
3.2.1 FIRST set 
The domain of FIRST is some string w in  (NUzL >• 
k 
The function is defined as follows: 
FIRST (W) = {x /w===>xy ,x,yeX-> 
|x\ = Ic if yf> 
\x\^ k if y=A 
Where the derivations are left_most.  That is, FIRST (W) 
k 
for some string w is the set  of  all  leadinq terminal 
strings of length k or less in the strinqs derivable from 
w. 
To  compute  the  FIRST set we can use the following 
rules: 
1. FIRST (aW)=a FIRST   (W) for any strincr  w 
)c lc-1 
2. FIRST (A) =  <A>  ,  A  being the empty 
Ic 
string. 
3. FIRST CXY)=FIRS^ (FIRST (X)FIRST(Y)) 
Ic k     k 
=FIRST (X  FIRST CY))=PIRST (FIRST (X)  Y) 
ic      „ k k     k 
X,Y £  <NVJI >• 
4. Given a production  A  -»-> w in G  , 
FIRST (A)  Contains  FTRST (W)  ,  AfeN  . 
k   * k 
we. {N u£ >. 
Consider the example in section 3.1.3 , then 
FIRST (E) = <(,a> 
1 
FIRST (T) * <(,a> 
1 
FIRST (F) a <(,a> 
1 
For simplicity, we will use FIRST(tf) for FIRST (W). 
1 
3.2.2 Eugmented Grammars 
DEFINITION       Let G=(N,£,P,S)  be a CFG.  We define 
the augmented grammar derived from G as 
G' = (N U <S'>, £ , P U <S'— >S>,S'). 
The augmented grammar G' is merely G with a new 
starting production S'--->S, where S' is a new start 
symbol, not in N. We assume S'--->S is the zeroth 
production in G' and that the other productions of G are 
numbered 1,2,3,...,p. We add the starting Droduction so 
that when a reduction using the zeroth production is 
called for, we can interpret this "reduction" as a signal 
to accept. 
3.2.3 Definition of LR(k) Grammar 
DEFINITION     Let  Gs(N,£fP,s)  be a CFG and  let 
G' = (N', £,P',s') be its augmented gram- 
mar. We say that G is LRCk) ,k> 0 ,lf 
the three conditions' 
1. s '?==>*AW =s=>«<pw 
2. S'===>tfBX ===> XpY , and 
3. FIRST (W) = FIRST (Y) 
ic k 
imply that o<AY= tfRX. (That is ,o<=y , A=B, and X=Y 
).  A grammar is LR if it is LPCk) for some k. 
intuitively this definition says that if <*. f W and 
Q 
<*- j3 Y are right sentential forms of the augmented 
grammar with FIRST (W) = FIRST (Y) and if A-—>P is the 
last production used to derive << ^ w in a rightmost 
derivation, then A---> y must also be used to reduce c*p y 
to c< AY in a right parse. Since A can derive 
p independently of W, the LRCIc) condition says that 
there is sufficient information in FIRST (W) to determine 
that e><P was derived from ©<ft. 
10 
4. ANALYSIS OP' THE PARSING ALGORITHM 
4.1 LR(0) Item 
DEFINITION     An LR(0)  Item of a grammar G Is  a 
production of G vith a dot at some 
position of the right side of the 
production. For example, production 
A--->XYZ Generates the four items : 
A > .XYZ 
A > X.YZ 
A > XY.Z 
A > XYZ. 
The production A--->A (^ empty string) generates 
only one item A--->^.  . 
Intuitively, an item indicates how much of a 
production we have seen at a given point in the parsing 
process. For example, the first item above would 
indicate that we are expecting to see a string derivable 
from XYZ next on the input. The second item would 
indicate that we have lust seen on the input a strlno 
derivable from X and we next expect to see a string 
derivable from YZ. 
11 
4.2 LR(l) Iten 
DEFINITION     An  LRU) item of a grammar G Is an LR(0) 
Item with a loolcahead symbol. The 
general form of an item is TA--->c<.B ,a) 
, where A--->«<^ is a production and a 
is a terminal or the right end marker S . 
A--->o<.p is called the core of the 
LRU) item. 
The loolcahead has no effect in an item of the form 
[A---> c*%9 , a) , where p is not ^\ , but an item of the 
form [A--->o<.,a] calls for reduction by A--->c< only if 
the next input symbol is a . 
4.3 Sets of LRU) Items 
Let G' be the augmented grammar for G, to construct 
the sets of LRU) items, we need to define two functions, 
CLOUSURE and GDTO. 
4.3.1 CLOUSURE Function 
If I is a set of items for a grammar G, then the set 
of items CLDUSURE(I) is constructed from I by the rules: 
1. Every item in I is in rLnusURE(l). 
2. If [A---> *.Bp ffl) is in CLOUSURE(I) and 
B--->"2f is a production, then add the item 
[B--->.tf ,b) where b in FIRST(8a), if it is 
not already there. 
Intuitively,  CA—->K.Bp,a)  in CLOUSURE(I)  indicates 
that,  at  some point in the parsing process, we next 
12 
expect to see a string derivable from BB as input. If 
B--->y is a production, we would also expect to see a 
string derivable from ~tf at this point. It is for this 
reason we also include tB—>,"# ,t>] In CLOUSURF(I). The 
procedure CLOUSURE is shown in Fig. 4,1 below: 
procedure COUSURE(I); 
BEGIN 
REPEAT 
FOR each item rA--->»<.R f,aJ in I, each production 
B--->'3' ,and each terminal b in FIRSTC 8a) such 
that CB--— >.V ,bj is not in I 
DO  add [B——>.-tf ,bj to I ; 
UNTIL no more items can be added to I ; 
RETURN I ; 
END; 
F.'g.  V-l 
4.3,2 GOTO Function 
The function GOTfHI,X) where I is a set of items and 
X is a grammar symbol is defined to be the clousure of 
the set of all items tA-«->©<x.B ,a] such that 
[A--->°<.X P,aJ is in I. The procedure GOTO is shown in 
Fig. 4.2 below: 
procedure GQTO(I,X); 
BEGIN 
let J be the set of items rA«-->o< x. 8 ,a], 
such that CA—>cxf.x B,a] is in I ; ' 
RETURN CLOUSURE(J) ; ' 
END ; 
13 
To construct the sets of Items, we begin by computing the 
clousure of {[S*— ->.s, si >. We match the item 
[S'— ->.S,$] with the Item ra — -> °<.nf ,al in the 
procedure clousure. That is, A=s',K = ^, B=S, r -^ » ^nd 
a=$. CLOUSURE tells us to add CB—->.tf ,b] for each 
production B--->tf and terminal b In FIRST(Pa). The main 
procedure for constructina the sets of items is shown in 
Fig. 4.3 below: 
procedure MAIN ; 
BEGTfJ 
C   := <CLOUSURE(<S'—>.S,S>)> y 
REPEAT 
FOR each set of items I in C and each grammar 
symbol X such that GOTO(T,x) is not empty 
and not already in C 
DO add GOTO(I,X) to C ; 
UMTIL no more sets of items can be added to C i 
END ; 
R3. f.3 
4.4 Sets of LALR(l) Item 
We are now prepared to give our LALR(l) sets of 
items construction algorithm. The general idea is to 
construct the sets of LRU) items and merge the sets 
having the same core. 
ALGORITHM 4.1 
input : An augmented grammar G' for the grammar G. 
output: The sets of LALF(l) items. 
14 
method: 
1. Construct C = {I ,J ,...,  T >, the collection 
0 1      n 
of sets of LP.(l) items. 
2. For each core present amono the sets of LRU) 
Items, find all sets having that core, and 
replace these sets bv their union. 
3. The GOTO is constructed as follows: Tf J is 
the union of one or more sets' of LRU) items, 
i.e., J-I u I U ...ul , then the cores of 
1   2       m 
GOTDCI   ,X), GOTOCT  ,X),... ,GOTO(I  ,X) are 
1 2 k 
the same, since I  ,1  ,...,1  all have the 
1   2      < 
same core. Let K be the union of all sets of 
items having the same core as GOTO(I  ,X), 
1 
then GOTO(J,X)=K. 
4.5 LALRU) Parsing Table 
We now give the rules whereby the LALRU) parsing 
action and goto functions are constructed from the sets 
of LALRCl) items. 
ALGORITHM 4.2 
Construction of a canonical LALRU) 
parsing table : 
input : an augmented grammar G' for the 
grammar G . 
output: If possible, the LALRU) parsing 
table, i.e., the action function 
ACTION and goto function GOTO . 
method: 
15 
1. construct  C=<I   ,T ,...,i  }, the collection 
o   1     n 
of sets of LALP(J) Items for G. 
2. State 1 of the parser Is constructed from I  , 
1 
the parsing actions for state i are determined 
as follows: 
- If [A >«<.ap ,bl is in I and GOTOCI  , 
i i 
a)=I  , then set ACTTONti,aJ  to  "shift 
J." J 
- If  [A--->o<.,a]  is  in  I   ,  then set 
i 
A"TIONri,aJ to "reduce A--->e* ." 
- If [S' >S.,$1  is  in I  ,  then set 
i 
ACTIDN[i,$] to "accept ." 
If a conflict results from the above rules, 
the grammar is said not to be LALR(l), and the 
algorithm is said to fail. 
3. The goto transitions for state i are 
determined as follows:Tf GHTDd  ,A)=I  , then 
1     j 
G0T0[i,A]=j. 
4. All entries not defined by rules (2) 
throughO) are made "error." 
5. The initial state of the parser is the one 
constructed from the set containing item 
tS' — >.S,$], 
The table formed by Algorithm 4.? is' called the LALR(l) 
parsing table. If there is no parsing action conflict, 
then the given grammar G is called an LALR(l) grammar. 
16 
4.6 The Parsing Process 
As mentioned earlier, the parser has an input, a 
stack, and a parsing table. The parsing table consists 
of two parts, a parsing action function ACTION and a goto 
function GOTD. 
A configuration of an LP parser is a Dair whose 
first component is the stack contents and whose second 
component is the unexpended input: 
CsXsXs...Xs,aa  ...a $) 
01122    mm  1 1+1   n 
The next move of the parser Is determined by reading a  , 
i 
the current input symbol, and s  , the state on top of 
m 
the stack, and by consulting the parsing action table 
entry ACTIONCs ,a 3. The configuration resulting after 
m  i 
each of the four types of moves are as follows: 
1. If  ACTIOWCs   ,a  J=shift s, the parser 
m    i 
executes a shift move, entering the configura- 
tion 
( s X S X S ... X s a s , a   ...a S) 
0 112 2    m m 1     ifl    n 
Here the parser has shifted the current input 
symbol a  and the next state s=GOTOts  ,a J 
i m  i 
onto the stack; a   becomes the new current 
1 + 1 
input symbol. 
17 
2. If ACTIONCs  ,a  Isreduce A—> y   ,then the 
m   1 
parser executes a reduce  move,  enterlncr the 
configuration 
(s X S X s ... X  s   A s,a a   ...a $) 
0 112 2    m-r m-r    1 i+1   n 
Where  s=GOTOfs    ,AJ and r is the length of 
p m-r 
p .  Here the parser first popped 2r  symbols 
off  the  stack,  exoosing  state  s   .  The 
m-r 
parser then pushes both A, the  left side of 
the  production,  and  s,   the entry for 
ACTIONlsrn_r , A], onto the stack.   The  current 
synbol is not changed in a reduce move. 
3. If  ACTIONCs    ,a   Jxaccept,   parsing is 
m    1 
completed. 
4. If ACTIONCs  ,a  l=error,  the parser has 
m   1 
discovered  an error and calls  the error 
procedure. 
The parsing is very simple.   Initially,  the LALR 
parser is in the configuration fs ,a a  ... a $) where s 
0  12     n 
is a designated initial state and a a ...a  is the string 
1 2   n 
to be parsed.  The parser executes moves until an accept 
or error action is encountered. 
IB 
5. IMPLEMENTATION Of* THE PARSING ALGORITHM 
The implementation of the algorithm is written in 
PASCAL. Throughout the discussion of the program, we 
shall use the following LALRO) grammar G as an example: 
1. S > ZZ 
2. C ---> cC 
3. C > d 
The program is divided into four parts, input and 
FIRST set, sets of items, Darsing table, and the parsing 
process. We will discuss these parts in this chapter. 
5.1 Input and FIRST set 
The data structure employed in this part is as 
follows: 
TSET = SET OF TERMINALS? 
NSET r SET OF NONTERMINALS: 
RIGHTSTRING = ARRAY tl.. PTGHTDARTJ OF 
GRRANGE; 
PRODUCTION = RECORD 
LEFT: NONTFRMTNALS; 
RIGHT: PTGHTSTRTNG; 
LN: INTEGER; 
END; 
GRAMMAR = RECORD 
AR: ARRAY [0.. NOPROD] OF 
PRODUCTION; 
LENGTH: INTEGER; 
END; 
FIRSTSETS = ARRAY [NONTERMINALS] 0.F 
TSET; 
There are three important Procedures in this section. 
5.1.1 Procedure GETPROD 
Procedure GETPROD is to read the productions from 
the input file, it will designate the first symbol as the 
start symbol S, and it will form the augment grammar for 
the grammar read by addina a new production S'--->S, 
i.e., production number 0. The new grammar G' is: 
1. s* > S 
2. S —> CC 
3. C ---> cC 
4. C ---> d 
The nonterminals will be those symbols formed on the left 
side of the productions and are represented by the set 
NST. LAMBOASET set holds the nonterminals that produce 
the empty string A . Finally, the productions are stored 
in an array represented by the variable GR from type 
GRAMMAR.  Procedure GETPRnn is as follows: 
PROCEDURE GETPROD; 
VAR 
N: GRRANGE; 
I, J: INTEGER; 
CH: :HAR; 
BEGIN 
I : = o; 
READdNPUT, CH); 
:HAR-TO..NUM(CH, N); 
GR. AR[I], LEFT := 70; 
GR. ARCI]. RIGHTC13 := N; 
GR. AR[I1. LN := l; 
20 
WHILE NOT EOF(INPHT) DO 
BEGIN 
READCIVPUT, CH); 
I := I + 1; 
J := P; 
GR. ARCI). LEFT := N; 
NST := NST + [N3; 
WHILE NOT EDLN(INPUT) DO 
BEGTN 
READCINPUT, CH); 
CHAR-TO.NIWCCH, N); 
J := J ■ + 1; 
GR. ARCI]. RIGHTtJ] •= Nj 
FND; 
GR. ARCI). LN := J; 
READLN(INPUT); 
READCINPUT, CH); 
IF NOT EDF(INPUT)  THEN 
CHAP_TO_NUM(CH, N); 
IF GR. ARTI). RIGHTfl) = 0  THEN 
LAMBDASET := LAMBDASET ♦ TGR. AR[I 
]. LEFT); 
END; 
GP.   LENGTH := I; 
END (GETPROD); 
5.1.2 Procedure FIRSTPROD 
To find FIPSTCA), where A Is a nonterminal, we need 
procedure FIRSTPROD. This procedure uses the properties 
of the FIRST function to find FIRST(A). If the first 
symbol of the production's rtcrht side is a terminal, then 
this symbol is in FIRST(A). Otherwise, if it is a 
nonterminal and it is not in LAMBDASET then FIRST(A) 
includes FIRSTCthis symbol), else procedure FIRSTPROD is 
called again recurrsivelv with the same production but 
ignoring the first symbol in the right side. 
Example: 
21 
Let Ps A >E+T , E In LA^OASET, then 
afer calling FIRSTPROD(P) ,  FTPSTPROO 
Is called again recurrsively with a new 
parameter P'= A--->+T . 
To find the FIPST set for all tne nonterminals, we 
repeat procedure FTRSTPRon(A) until no more terminals are 
added to the FIRST set. This is accomplished throuah 
procedure GETFIRST. Procedures FIRSTPROD and GETFIPST 
are as follows: 
PROCEDURE FIRSTPRDD(PROD: PRODUCTION) ; 
VAP 
TEMPPRDD: PRODUCTION; 
LP: NONTERMINALS; 
I: 1.. RIGHTPART; 
BEGIN 
LP := PROD. LEFT; 
IF PROD. RIGHTC1) <= T"LTMTT 
THEN 
FRCLP] := FRCLP] + CPROD. RTCHTCU) 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
IF PROD. RIGHTC13 IN LAMBDASET 
THEN 
BEGIN 
IF PROD. LN = 1 
THEN 
FRCLP] := FRCLP] + FPtPRnD. 
RIGHTC1]] 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
FRCLP1 := FRTLP] ♦ FRTDROD. 
RIGHTC1]] - CO); 
TEMPPROD. LEFT := PROD. LEFT; 
FOR I := 1 TO (PROD. LN - 1) DO 
TEMPPROD. RIGHTCT] :» PROD. 
PIGHTCI + H; 
TEMPPRDD. LN := (PROD. LN - 1); 
FIRSTPROD(TEMPPRnD); 
77 
END; 
END 
ELSE 
FRCLP] := FRtLPJ + FRTPRHn. RIGHTC 
in; 
END; 
END {FIRSTPROD}; 
PROCEDURE GETFIRST; 
VAR 
TEMP: FIRSTSETS; 
OK: BOOLEAN; 
I, J: 1.. NOPROD; 
MI: NONTERMINALS; 
BEGIN 
J := GR. LENGTH; 
REPEAT 
OK := TRUE; 
TEMP := FR; 
FOR I := 1 TO J DO 
FIRSTPRODCGR. AR[I])? 
NI := NLLIMIT; 
FOR NI := NLLIMIT TO MULTMIT DO 
IF TEMPTNI] <> FPCNI1  THFM 
OK := FALSE; 
UNTIL OK; 
END {GETFIRST); 
5.1.3 Procedure FIND-LA5ET 
In building sets of LALRfn items, if CA >o<f.Bp, 
a] in I ,then for each production B--->^ , and terminal b 
in FIRSTC pa), we add tB--->.tf ,b1 to I. Procedure 
FIND.LASET finds the lookahead set for the LR(O) item 
B--->.^ . Procedure FIND_LASET is as follows: 
PROCEDURE FIND-LASFTCS: PIGHTRTPING; 
LAS1: TSET; LIN: INTEGER; VAR LAS2: 
TSET); 
VAR 
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TEMPS: RIGHTSTRING; 
I: 1.. RIGHTPART; 
M: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
IF Stl] <= TULIMIT 
THEN 
IF sen = o 
THEN 
LAS2 := LAS2 + LAS1 
ELSE 
LAS2 := LAS2 + CST13 3 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
IF SC13 IN LAMBDASET 
THEN 
IF LIN = 1 
THEN 
LAS2 := LAS2 + (FRlStlll - [0]) + 
LAS1 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
LAS2 := LAS2 + FRCSC11J - [0] ; 
M := LIN - 1; 
FOR I := 1 TO M DO 
TEMPSCI] := SCI + 11 ; 
FIND_LASET(TEMPS, LAS1, M, LAS2) 
END 
ELSE 
LAS2 := LAS2 + FR[Sni3 ; 
END; 
END (FIND-LASET); 
5.2 Sets of Itens 
The data structure emlovpd in this section is as 
follows: 
ITEM = RECORD 
PRNQ: 0.. NOPRCW; 
DOT: 0.. RIGHTPAPT; 
LASET: TSET; 
GOO: 0.. NOSTATES? 
END; 
STATE = RECDRD 
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ARY: ARRAY [1.. MRXTTEMS) OF 
ITEM; 
STATELEN: INTEGER; 
END; 
ITEMSETS a RECORD 
ARR: ARRAY CO.. NOSTATES] 
OF STATE; 
LEN: INTEGER; 
END; 
There are two important procedures In this section: 
5.2.1 procedure CLOSURE 
In chapter 4, an alaorithm for constructing 
procedure CLOUSURECI) was given . Procedure Closure 
tfhich we are dscussing In this section is not exactly the 
same. Given the item rA---> c<.B P r a] in I , then 
procedure CLOSURE only adds the item [B-—>."tf ,b] to I if 
it is not already there. 
For example: In the grammar G 
given the item [C--->c.C,$], then 
procedure CLOSURE adds the items 
[C —>.cC,S] 
[C—>.d ,S] 
to state I. 
Procedure CLOSURE is as follows: 
PROCEDURE CLOSURE:(TEH: ITEM; VRR STT: 
STATE); 
VAR 
H, I, J, K, L, H: 0.. MAXITEMS; 
LL: INTEGER; 
NN: NONTERMINALS; 
SS: RIGHTSTRING; 
NOTTHERE: BOOLEAN; 
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BEGIN 
J := TE". 
K := TEM. 
DOT + 
PRNO; 
1; 
is (J + 1) TO GR. AR[K]. LN 
ARCKl. RIGHTtH] 
ARtK], LW - J) 
IF GR. ARTK]. LN < (J + 1) 
THEN 
BEGIN 
ssm := 0; 
LL := 1; 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
FOR H 
DO 
BEGIN 
M := H - j; 
SSCM1 := GR. 
END; 
LL := (GR 
END; 
NN := GR. AR[K). RIGHTTJ]J 
FOR I := 1 TO GP. LENGTH DO 
IF GR. ARCIJ. LEFT = NN 
THEN 
BEGIN 
NOTTHERE := TRUE; 
FOR L := 1 TO ITEMCOMNT DO 
IF (STT. ARYCL], PRNO = T) AND ( 
(STT. ARYtL], DOT = 0) OR (GR. 
ARtl]. RIGHTC11 = 0)) 
THEN 
BEGIN 
FIND.LASET(SS, TFM. LASET, LL, 
STT. ARYCL). LASET); 
NOTTHERE := FALSE; 
END; 
IF NOTTHERE 
THEN 
BEGIN 
ITEMCOUNT 
WITH STT. 
!= ITEMCOlfMT ♦ 1; 
ARYClTFMmUNT] DO. 
PRNO := 
IF (GR. 
AND (GR. 
THEN 
DDT 
ELSE 
DOT 
I; 
ARTI). 
AR[I] 
= 1 
= Ol 
PIGHTriJ = 0) 
, LN s 1) 
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FIWD-LASETCSS, TEM. LASET, LL 
, LASET); 
END; 
END; 
END; 
EVD (CLOSURE); 
5.2.2 Procedure BUILD-NEWSTATE 
The algorithm for buildincr the sets of LALR(i) items 
states to build the sets of LP(i) items, then the states 
with the same core are meroed to form a new state. The 
resulting sets of items are called the sets of LALR(l) 
items. The number of LALRfl) sets of items(states) is 
the same as the number of LR(0) sets of items and 
generally it is much smaller than the number of sets of 
LR(l) items. 
For example, for the following LALR(l) 
grammar 
E--->E+T 
E--->T 
T >T*F 
T--->F 
F >(E) 
F--->a 
The number of sets of LR(1) items is 22, but that for 
LALR(l) is 12. For a language liice ALGOL, the LR table 
would have several thousand states compared to several 
hundred in the case of an I.ALP language. 
This shows how important the LALR parsers are and 
how space consuming it is to  construct LR parsers. If we 
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build! the sets of LP items and then merge the states with 
Identical cores, this will consume a lot of space. To 
avoid this, during the process of building a new state, 
if already there is a state with identical cores, the new 
state is merged immediately. Bv this means we save a lot 
of space in the process of building the LALR(l) sets of 
items.  All this is done in procedure BUILD_NEWSTATE. 
Example: 
For the grammar G ,the sets of MLR(l) 
items are listed below: 
0 : s* >.s  ,<$>    1 
s«->.:c ,{$>   2 
C >.cC  ,<c,d>   3 
C--->.d   ,<C,d>   4 
1 : S' —->s.  ,{$} 
2 : S-«>C.C  ,<$}     5 
C >.CC  ,<$}     3 
C >.d   ,<S}     4 
3 : c--->c.c: ,{c,d,S> 6 
C >.cC ,<c,d,s> 3 
C >.d   ,{c,d,$} 4 
4 : C--->d.   ,{c,d,S> 
6  : C >cC.  ,{c,d,$) 
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5,3 Parsing Table 
The data structure employed In this section la as 
follows: 
ACTION = 
(S, R, A, G); 
ENTRYPTR -   m.  PTR3; 
PTR3 = RECORD 
ACT: ACTION; 
w: INTEGEP; 
END; 
SYMPTR = ". PTR2; 
PTR2 a RECDRD 
SYM: HRRANGE; 
NEXT: SYKPTP; 
ENTRY: ENTRYPTR; 
EKTD; 
STATEPTR = *. PTR1; 
PTR1 r RECORD 
ST: INTEGER; 
NXT: STATEPTR; 
FIRST: SYMPTR; 
END; 
The direct way to construct the parsing table is to 
represent it by a matrix (two dimensional array). By this 
method it is faster to access the entries In the table, 
but It Is space consuming because most of the table 
entries are error entries. The other way is to build the 
table dynamically using oointers as indicated above in 
the data structure. Here a lot of space is saved, but a 
longer access time is obtained. Fig. 5.1 shows the 
LALR(l) parsing table for the grammar G: 
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Action G-oto 
sw     c      JI     i_    S     C 4  
0 S3 s^ •       2 
1 accept 
;? S3 6<f 5" 
3 S3 S</- 6 
4- ^3 r3 ^3 
5 n 
rz r^ n 
F»g.   S-i      Par's ma -tatU 
During the process of buildlnq the table , the function 
SEARCH tells if there s a conflict in a certain state of 
in of the table, which means that the given grammar is 
not LALR(l).  The function SFARCH is as follows; 
FUNCTION SEARCHCR: GRRANGE): BOOLEAN; 
VAR 
PT: SYMPTR; 
YES: BOOLEAN; 
BEGIN 
YES := FALSE; 
PT := SYM9EG; 
WHILE PT*.. NEXT <> SYMFNh DO 
BEGIN 
PT :a PT*.. NEXT; 
IF PT*.. SYM = R  THEN 
BEGIN 
YES := TPtlE; 
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FLAG := PT; 
END; 
END; 
SEARCH := YES; 
END {SEARCH); 
5.4 Parsing Process- 
The data structure employed in this section is as 
follows: 
TYPE 
STACKTYPE = ARRAY [1.. 50J OF INTEGER 
INPUTSTRING = RECORD 
STRING: ARRAY [1.. 20 
] OF CHAR; 
LENGTH: IMTEGFR; 
END; 
In the program, the oarsing process is done 
interactively. The user feeds the computer terminal with 
a string to be parsed and waits for the parsing result. 
The main procedure in this section is procedure PARSING, 
since the entry ACTION[s,«) can have one of four values: 
1. shift 
2. reduce 
3. accept 
4. error 
We can summerize procedure PARSING by the following 
pseudo pascal code: 
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BEGIN 
READ input string; 
consult table; 
WHILE action <> accept DO 
BEGIN 
IF action=shift THEN 
call SHIFT 
ELSE 
call REDUCE; 
consult table; 
END; 
print an accepting massaae; 
END; 
If an error is encounters, the program stops and prints 
an error message. Procedure SHTFT shifts the current 
input symbol on top of the stack and pushes the new state 
on top of the stack.  Procedure SHIFT is as follows: 
procedure SHIFT; 
BEGIN 
stackptr:=stackptr+l; 
stackCstackptr]:= current symhol; 
stackptr:=stadeptr+1; 
stackTstackptr]:= new state; 
END; 
If the action is to reduce A--->r , then procedure 
REDUCE first pops 2r symbols off the stack (r is the 
length of \ "it then pushes both A, the left side of the 
production, and s, the new state onto the stack. 
Procedure REDUCE can be represented as follows: 
procedure REDUCE; 
BEGIN 
IFpoA (empty string) THEN 
37! 
stactcptr:=staclcptr-2*len of +1 
ELSE 
stac)cptr:=staclcptr+l; 
stackCstackptr]:=A; 
staclcptr:=staclcptr+l; 
stactefstacKptr]:= new state? 
END; 
Fig.  5.2  shows  the moves of the LALR(l) parser for the 
grammar G on the input strina ccdd: 
stack Input 
(1) 0 
C2) 0c3 
(3) 0c3c3 
(4) 0c3c3d4 
C5) 0c3c3C6 
(6) 0c3C6 
C7) 0C2 
(B) 0C2d4 
(9) 0C2C5 
(10) 0S1 
R'3 
ccddS shift 
cdd$ shift 
dds shift 
d$ reduce 
dS reduce 
ds reduce 
dS shift 
$ rednce 
s reduce 
$ accent 
5.2 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
The parsing algorithm which was analyzed is 
effective and simple in constructing LALR parsers for 
this class of context free arammars. In many ways the 
structure of this algorithm nrovides more ease and 
directness in its implementation compared to other LALR 
parsing algorithm. It is apparent from the algorithm 
that if a grammar fails to generate the parsing table 
then it is not LALRC1). 
Generally, LR parsers can be constructed to 
recognize virtually all prooramming language constructs 
for which context free grammars can be written. 
The complete computer program developed to implement 
the parsing algorithm was written in the language PASCAL 
It is filed with professor Samuel L. Gulden at the 
division of Computing and Information Science, Lehigh 
University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. 
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